Interaction between the J3R subunit of vaccinia virus poly(A) polymerase and the H4L subunit of the viral RNA polymerase.
J3R, the 39-kDa subunit of vaccinia virus poly(A) polymerase, is a multifunctional protein that catalyzes (nucleoside-2'-O-)-methyltransferase activity, serves as a poly(A) polymerase stimulatory factor, and acts as a postreplicative positive transcription elongation factor. Prior results support an association between poly(A) polymerase and the virion RNA polymerase. A possible direct interaction between J3R and H4L subunit of virion RNA polymerase was evaluated. J3R was shown to specifically bind to H4L amino acids 235-256, C terminal to NPH I binding site on H4L. H4L binds to the C-terminal region of J3R between amino acids 169 and 333. The presence of a J3R binding site near to the NPH I binding region on H4L led us to evaluate a physical interaction between NPH I and J3R. The NPH I binding site was located on J3R between amino acids 169 and 249, and J3R was shown to bind to NPH I between amino acids 457 and 524. To evaluate a role for J3R in early gene mRNA synthesis, transcription termination, and/or release, a transcription-competent extract prepared from cells infected with mutant virus lacking J3R, J3-7. Analysis of transcription activity demonstrated that J3R is not required for early mRNA synthesis and is not an essential factor in early gene transcription termination or transcript release in vitro. J3R interaction with NPH I and H4L may serve as a docking site for J3R on the virion RNA polymerase, linking transcription to mRNA cap formation and poly(A) addition.